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CRAPrER I
THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Man is a social being by nature. One of the primary methods of fulfill-
ing his need to socialize is through communication with words. Since man's
vocabulary is continually being updated as a result of the progressiveness of
the world, it is important that society provide him with the tools necessary
to meet his present and future needs in this area of development. This pro-
vision is offered through an educational system which has as one of its
concerns - the need to communicate with words - vocabulary development.
Vocabulary development is an integral part of the Language Arts
curriculum. The knowing and the using of words are skills that
aid students in all aspects of tfeir school and personal lives,
not only now but in later years.
studies indicate that repetition is essential in making vocabu~ary
meaningful. However, it has been found that in many of the new basal readers
the new words are not repeated several times after their introduction. 2 Since
the role of educators is to mee~ the needs of the students there will be times
lBarbara Lamb, "Developing \~ord Power: language Arts," Program for
Dade County Public Schools, Miami, Florida, 1971. Microfiche ED 064 717.
2Leo Rodenborn and Earlene Washburn, "Some Implications of the New
Basal Readers," Elementary English 51 (September 1~74): ~8~.
1
2when it will be necessary to provide supplementary materials to assist the
students in attaining a meaningful vocabulary.
statement of the Problem
The writer of this paper has taught from the Ginn 360 Reading Series
for the past five years'. In using Level 11, The Sun That- Warms, the writer
found the vocabulary to be much more advanced than that of the previous
levels. It was also found that the students experienced difficulty in retain-
ing meanings of the words. Upon closer examination of the vocabulary, it
was discovered that approximately one7third of the stories present from fifteen
to twenty-eight words which have been judged to represent problems of concept
for· the pupils.
The purpose of this study was to compile a list of independent and
group activities for vocabulary development that would supplement those given
in the basal reader.
This study is directed to the vocabulary of the nine stories in
Level 11, The Sun That Warms, that have fifteen or more words presented in
the "For Attention Before Reading" section in the manual.
Significance
It was the purpose of this paper to provide teachers with a variety of
independent and group activities which can serve as supplementary aids to a
meaningful vocabulary development program.
3Sun:Hlilry
In this chapter the writer has introduced and stated the problem and
presented the scope and significance of the study. The following chapter will
give a review of related literature.
CHAPTLt{ II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Importance of Meaningful Vocabulary Development
A review of literature over the last ten years reveals the importance
of a meaningful vocabulary for people of all ages. Since this is so necessary
an aspect of man's life, children must be provided with a flexible developmental
program which will act as a foundation for ongoing vocabulary enrichment through-
out their lifetime. Burns. firmly believes the schools have an obligation ~'to
give attention to developing the vocabularies of all pupils through carefully
planned instruction."l While the instruction must be carefully planned it must
be flexible enough to adapt to the needs of each individual.
Great responsibility is placed on the teacher. Burns speaks of the major
tasks of the language arts teacher and states that one of them "is to help pupils
increase their knowledge of words and how to use them in a manner appropriate
to a particular time, place, and situation. 1I2 This responsibility places an
obligation on the teacher to update his education continually so that the
students may profit from the best and most recent resources.
1Paul C. Burns, "Means of Developing Vocabularies, ,t Education 85
(May 1965): 533.
2Ibid •
4
5Today's educational program is preparing youth for the future. Read-
ing comprehension is so vital a part of one's adult life. What does vocabul-
ary development have to do with these things? Harris explains that: "The
high correlation that is nearly always found between meaningful vocabulary
and reading comprehension indicates that vocabulary development must be one
of our most important areas of con'cern. ,,3 Since vocabulary development is
cited as one of the most important areas, teachers must tap many resources
to fulfill the needs of all students. Seeing this as important to each child's
future emphasizes its being essential in the daily curriculum.
Lewis presented a paper at the International Reading Association Con-
vention in 1968 in which she states that: "Unless a child understands what
he reads, we are not preparing him to cope with the printed materia1 he will
be meeting as he continues his education.,,4 So too, Hasluck relates that:
"If children are taught the exact meaning of words, taught to look them up,
to define them, when they grow up they will not be easily deceived by words
used in the commercial wor1d.,,5
VocabUlary development does not have comprehension as its sole end.
strickland indicates this belief when she states that:
It is not enough that children amass a vocabulary of words and meanings
and that they add to the depth and breadth of their knowledge through
words. It is fully as important that they learn to understand the power
3Albert J. Harris, "Key Factors in a Successful Reading Program,"
Elementary English 46 (January 1969): 71.
4Juanita Lewis, "A Critical Look at Instruction in Word Recognition
at the Elementary Level," Forging Ahead in Reading, ed. J. Allen Figurel,
International Reading Association Proceedings, Vol. XII, Part I (Newark:
International Reading Association Inc., 1968): 59.
5Alexandra Hasluck, "First Things First: Know Thy Words,"
The Reading Teacher 25 (December 1971): 233.
6of words in influencing the tb~ught and behavior of people and the
relationship of words to other aspects of human communication. 6
Research and Studies
Research has shown the importance of a meaningful vocabulary develop-
ment program for students. One of the points stressed in several of the
studies read was the importance of the teacher's role. \ieintraub believes
that: "One of the ma.jor tasks faced by the classroom teacher is that of
furthering the growth of pupils' meaning vocabularies."? Karlin agrees with
Weintraub's thinking in this area. Karlin does state in his article though
that it is not the teacher's sole responsibility.8 Vernon also recOgnizes
the teacher's role as essential when she relates that: "Some people have a
nat~ral curiosity about words, but oftener than otherwise the instructor-has
to arouse such a curiosity.,,9
While vocabulary development is an interest of teachers we find that
this interest spreads beyond the ,immediate school personnel. In a paper pre-
sented at the International Reading Convention in 1972 Dale tells how we have
neglected vocabulary development in our national concern to improve reading.
He says we have been zealous in teaching the children to pronounce words and
10
neglectful in "teaching them the meaning of words pronounced."
6Ruth Strickland, "Vocabulary Development and Language Learning."
Education Horizons 50 (Spring 1972): 153-154.
7samuel Weintraub, "The Development of Meaning Vocabulary in Reading,"
The Reading Teacher 22 (November 1968): 171.
8Robert Karlin, "A Three-Pronged Attack on Vocabulary Development,"
1967. Microfiche ED 013 711.
9Evelyn Vernon, "Words Make For Success." Paper presented at the
International Reading Association Conference, Kansas City, Missouri, 1969.
Microfiche ED 034 662.
10\)Edgar Dale, "Vocabulary Developmen t: a Neglected Phase of Reading
Instruction," Paper presented at Annual Convention of International Reading
Association, Detroit, 1'd.chigan, 1972. Michrofiche ED 063 597.
7A paper was presented at the National Reading Conference in 1971 in
which Aaronson made known why vocabulary instruction would be a challenge of
the seventies. She says that:
It has been reported that more new English words have come into being
in the nine hundred years preceding the twentieth century. According
to stuart Flexner, senior editor of the Random House Dictionary of the
English Language, 'the words we use are changing faster today and not
merely on the slang level, but on every level. The rapidity with which
words come and go is vastly accelerated. Perhaps a full third of this
turnover has occurred within the last fifty years alone. ll
This increase in words can be found in many of the new basal readers.
Rodenborn and Washburn have studied some of the new programs and relate the
following: "In most of the new basal programs, all of the words are not
introduced directly to the children. Since these programs teach phonics and
other word attack skills early in the first grade, certain 'decodable words'
are left for the children to sound out. This has led to an increase in the
12
number of words included in most reading series at first grade level." An
example of the increase is present in the Ginn Reading Series. In the 1960
program three hundred and fifty-four words were introduced in the first grade
and in the 1970 program five hundred and seven words were introduced. "Another
change that is apparent in many of these basal series is that new words are
not necessarily repeated several times following their introduction_,,13
"Research has stressed again and again that repetitions of words are necessary
if they are to be retained_,,14
llShirley Aaronson, "Vocabulary Instruction: Challenge of the
Seventies," Paper presented at the National Reading Conference, Tampa, Florida
1971. Microfiche ED 058 016.
12Leo Rodenborn and Earlene 'tlashburn, "Some Implica tions of the New
Basa'l Readers," Elementary English 51 (September 1974): 885.
13Ibid ., 886.
14 · h 1 . 1 1· th f dNl.C 0 as Crl.SCUO 0, "Exp orl.ng e Value 0 Basal Rea ers,"
Peabody Journal of Education 42 (September 1974): 99.
8Many articles based on research and studies have been written regard-
ing the most effective approach to meaningful vocabulary development. Karlin
points out that research studies have been conducted to test ways in which
improvement in vocabulary development might be realized. It was shown by
the results of the studies "that it is possible to increase meaning vocabu-
lary through several avenues. It The studies also revealed "tha t dependence
upon a single formula, regardless of its apparent values, is not as likely to
u15bring results as multi-pronged attacks of a sustained nature.
studies reviewed by Weintraub also indicate that a variety of tech-
niques is the most profitable approach to teaching vocabulary. He found
that: "Because of its importance for comprehension, directed vocabulary
instruction utilizing numerous useful techniques appears to be the' most pro-
,,16
mising approach.
Dale supports the idea of a variety of approaches. He speaks of devel-
oping a systematic program allocating certain performance objectives relating
to roots, prefixes and suffixes. Included in this program would be test
ma.terials for the particular words being studied. Da.le also stresses that the
communication processes of reading and writing, speaking and listening, and
17
visualizing and observing as essential for vocabulary development.
Aspects seen as important in vocabulary development by other research-
ers and writers are in some ways similar to the findings of the preceding
'studies and in some ways different. Aaronson finds that: "Students profit
15Karlin, "A Three-Pronged Attack on Vocabulary Development,"
Microfiche ED 013 711.
16weintraub, "The Development of Meaning Vocabulary in Reading," 175.
17Dale , "Vocabulary Development: a Neglected Phase of Reading
Instruction," Microfiche ED 063 597.
9most from direction and guidance and therefore a structured program of voca-
bulary development incorporating the study of affixes, contextual analysis
and dictionary study is highly desirable.,,18
Influential Aspects
One aspect influencing vocabulary development is people -- the teach-
er, the student, school personnel, parents and others. Marquart says that:
itA teacher's enthusiasm sparks vocabulary development.,,19 Teachers must be
alert to the needs of their students and respond appropriately. Because
children have different needs the response that is best for one may hinder
another, so teachers must be flexible.
other authors recognize the importance of the students. Rogers says
that: "The success of any vocabulary program depends on the learner, on his
wanting words to express ideas, words with which to understand ideas. The
program is not a semester program but a lifetime program. Curiosity from the
learner, initiative from the learner, goals from the learner are necess-
. t. ,,20
J. l.es.
Dorothy Cohen also has something to say regarding children and learn-
ing. She believes they offer clues to learning which sometimes fall within
the structure of the prescribed curriculum and can add enrichment to it.
She sa.ys that "the leads may be far off from the class units yet excellent
18Aaronson, "Vocabulary Instruction: Challenge of the Seventies,"
Microfiche ED 058 016.
19Boneita Harquart, "A Venture Becomes an Adventure," Elen:entary
English 43 (~ay 1966): 482.
20C• D. Rogers, "What One Word?," Reading Improvement 8 (Winter
1971-1972): 72.
10
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stimuli to most wcrthwhile areas of study."
The attitude of school personnel and parents toward reading also has
an effect on children's progress in reading. Studenta' values are effected
by those around them. Ruth Strickland believes that parents and teachers
who are interested in words can help children acquire interest in develop-
ing their potential in vocabulary enrichment. 22
Environment also has an important role in vocabulary development.
strickland supports this belief as she ma.kes clear that "the extent ofa
child's vocabulary and the actual words that comprise it depend entirely on
his environment, the people who live in it, the amount and kind of talk he
hears, and his opportunity for experience.,,23
Likewise, Dale believes a stimulating language environment will im-
24prove vocabulary. According to Inventor Buckminster Fuller setting up a
proper environment is not impossible. He sees it possible "to design en-
vironments within which the child will be neither frustrated nor hurt, yet
free to develop spontaneously and fUlly without trespassing on others.,,25
Techniques are influential but not the determining factor of mean-
ingful vocabulary development. In discussing techniques, Tiedt' and Tiedt
say none "is more effective than your own obvious love o£ words which will
21Dorothy Cohen, "Finding and Using Children's Clues to Clarify
Meanings," Childhood Education 45 (October 1968): 64.
22strickland, "Vocabulary Development and Language Learning," 152.
151.
"Vocabulary Development:
Microfiche ED 063 597.
23Ibid. ,
24Da1e ,
Instruction,"
a Neglected Phase of Reading
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surely be contagious.,,26 It is what the teacher does with the technique or
materials that determine the amount of meaningful learning that takes place.
Variety of Approaches
The individuality of people -- students and teachers -- would indi-
cate a need for a variety of approaches for vocabulary development. What
enriches learning in one situation with one student or group of students
may be a hindrance to learning with another. While many writers found the
approach using roots and affixes to be helpful, Standford didn't. With his
group the best approach was to allow a student to suggest two words a day,
thus choosing his own vocabulary.27 This author agreed with Deighton's
theory which states that a limited number of words learned in depth is more
productive than a superficial acquaintance with a list of words. 28
Barbe and Renzulli reported on a program in which speaking, writing
and independent research activities are used to promote vocabulary develop-
mente Some they suggest are: writing and telling exaggerated stories and
tall tales; and constructing lists of similes, metaphors and picturesque
. 29
expreSSl.ons.
Pflaum suggests the use of the dictionary, context, and affixes. She
also reminds teachers that they must provide an atmosphere encouraging
26Sidney Tiedt and Iris Tiedt, "Word Play," Elementary English 42
(February 1965): 189.
27aene Stanford, "Word Study That Works," English Journal 60
(January 1971): 115.
28Ibid •
29Walter Barbe and Joseph Renzulli, "Innovative Reading Programs for
the Gifted and Creative," Reading For The Gifted and The Creative, ed. Paul
Witty (Delaware: International Reading Association, 1971): 25.
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extension. 30 Lamb is of the same opinion as Pflaum in her approach. She
also includes the use of roots and literal and figurative language.3l Like-
wise, Brown and Lo.per agree that context is an important aid. However, they
stress the fact that children must not be overdependent upon its use. 32
The basal reader is one of the materials used by some teachers in dev-
eloping vocabulary. Smith says that: "Most children in the intermediate
grades will profit from continued instruction with basic readers and other
material designed essentially to teach reading skills. 1I33 Teachers have
found the basal reader to be an aid in vocabulary development when supple-
mented with other materials. The basal itself cannot provide all of the
necessary help.
Olson sees the co-basal approach sometimes doing more harm than good
because of the differences in vocabulary.34 He does not see the co-basal as
bad in i'tself, but in how it may be abused. He says that: "The wide vari-
ation of vocabulary between seri~s can be of distinct advantage if the co-
basals are used to supplement, enrich, and expand upon skills already
learned. ,,35
30Susanna Pflaum,
Classroom Instruction,"
"Expansion of .Meaning Vocabulary: strategies for
Elementary English 50 (January 1973): 91.
3lBarbara Lamb, "Developing Word Power: Language Arts," Program
for Dade County Public Schools, Miami, Florida, 1971. Microfiche ED 064 717.
32Don Brown and Doris Loper, Corrective Reading in the Elementary
Classroom, (Delaware: International Reading Association, 1971):. 99.
"Vocabulary Problems Inherent in Basal Readers,"
1966): 350.
33Richard Smith,
Teachers and Principals
34Arthur Olson,
Education 86 (February
35Ibid ., 351.
"Intermediate Grades Reading Program: Ques tions
Ask," Elementary English 49 (March 1972): 365.
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Context
Authors writing on the use of context clues as an approach to voc-
abulary building generally agree on the fact that this approach must be
supplemented with other techniques. Deighton believes that context reveals
the meaning of strange words only infrequently and that context reveals only
one meaning of a new word. 36 He suggests other procedures to aid the use
of context clues. These were presented earlier in this paper. Strickland
has found that young children learn most of their vocabulary from the context
in which words appear, in both reading and listening. 37 Hood sees context
important to those children having difficulty remembering words. She uses
this example in contrast to the method of just presenting a word list. 38
Sm~th states that context clues provide the necessary help in mastering ,read-
ing vocabularies most efficiently and if this is not sufficient dictionaries
are a necessary tool. 39 Emans found that context clues help children remem-
ber words they identified earlier but had forgotten. He also states that
this approach is important for the correct identification of words such as:
read, wind, and bank. 40 Deighton believes that "Context determin~s but does
not always reveal the meaning of unfamiliar words.,,41
36Lee Deighton, Vocabulary Development in the Classroom (New York:
Teachers College Press, 1965): 15.
37strickland, "Vocabulary Development and Language Learning," 152.
38Joyce Hood, "Why We Burned Our Basic Sight Vocabulary cards,"
The Reading Teacher,27 (March 1974): 579.
39smith, "Intermediate Grades Reading Program: ~uestion5 Teachers
and Principals Ask," 365.
40 '
Robert Emans, "Use of Context Clues," Reading and Realism, ed.
J. Allen Figurel (Delaware: International Reading Association, 1969): 77.
41 . ht b 2Delg on, Voca ulary Development in the Classroom, 3.
14
structural Analysis
Several writers suggest the use of st~uctural analysis in develop-
ing vocabulary. Some of the newer reading series have placed more emphasis
on the development of~this skill. Writers mentioned earlier who support
this approach are: Deighton, Pflaum, and Lamb. A number of writers would
differ on the point of the structural approach being useful alone. As has
been found by Deighton and others, many methods are necessary.
Dictionary
Again, the dictionary approach is a technique cited by rrany writers.
Pflaum, Smith, and Lamb made reference to this method as is noted earlier
in this paper. It is not considered alone but for use in addition to other
methods. Bradley, Cahill, and Tate found in their studies "that reliance'
on use of the dictionary alone was poor practice because pupils were like1l.'
. f' d ,42 bto select the first meanlng 0 a war.' Sans ury states that when an
independent reader uses the dicti?nary with well-constructed exercise work
he can gain insight into additional meanings. Sansbury is among the group
of writers who agree that a combination of approaches is necessary for the
development of a meaningful vocabulary.43
Experience has an important role in vocabulary development since
learning is based on one's past experiences. Hosker suggests that the teacher
44find experiences related to the vocabulary words. Another author citing
42weintraub, "The Development of Meaning Vocabulary in Reading." 173.
43Russell Sansbury, "Seven Steps for Teaching the Use of the
Dictionary as a Word Attack Skill," Academic Therapy 8 (Summer 1973): 411.
44George Hosker, "New Approach to Reading Difficulties," Science
Teacher 41 (September 1974): 42.
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the same idea is Karbal. He says that: "Relating new words to the experi-
ences of the children is the secret of vocabulary development.,,45 Emans
points out that one of the things a child resorts to when he can't recognize
a word is experience. 46 Since a student's learning is based on experience
it is necessary that experiences familiar to the student be incorporated into
the planning of lessons.
students also learn vocabulary through communication with other stu-
dents. One method of doing this was presented by Kahle. A studen·t would
present the word with the correct spelling to the class, give the meaning
in his own words, use the word in an original sentence, and give a synonym
and antonym for the word. 47 After the appointed number of words are present-
ed in this manner, interaction between class members takes place. Thus group
activity is employed in expanding meanings. Kahle's experience with vocab-
ulary development helps the students gain facility in the use of words which
B Ot dOt °d 48urns says ~s necessary 0 expreS$ an commun1ca e leas.
The reading station is an advancement in the area of teaching read-
ing. According to Schoeller, learning stations facilitate the work of the
teacher in providing for individual learning experiences without having to
prepare individual lessons for each pupil every day.49 Jernigan also finds
reading stations valuable in the classroom. She states that: "The centers
45Harold Karbal, "Keying in on Vocabulary," Elementary Eng;lish 52
(March 1975): 368.
46Emans, "Use of Context Clues," 78.
47navid Kahle, "Student-Centered Vocabulary," English Journal 61
(February 1972): 287.
48Burns, "Means of Developing Vocabulary," 533.
49Arthur Schoeller, "Setting Up Reading Stations, Instructor 81
(April 1972): 57.
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offer a substitute for the traditional 'ditto' and writing activities which
have been used in the past." Also, "The centers should offer a variety of
activities which furnish drill for the reinforcement of skills.,,50 Activ-
ity cards can be a profitable addition to a reading station. Some purposes
of such cards are: to provide practice, to extend or enrich the learning,
to reteach a concept, and to review basic skills.51 Guide sheets, practice
materials, and study sheets can appropriately fulfill the functions of the
activity cards.52
Games can playa significant part in learning and reinforcement.
Shankman reports: "Most of the major professional texts on the teaching
of reading recommend using games to reinforce the reading skills in an inter-
esting way.,,53 Teachers in a Title I Reading Program "have discovered that
the judicious use of games for reinforcement of skills; optional activities
for students who finish assignments early; and as rewards in reading con-
tracts has added interest and enthusiasm to the reading program.,,54 Games
having a proper place in the classroom can be a pleasant invitation to
children -- an invitation to learn.
50Mary Jernigan, "Centers Approach to Reading Instructions,"
Elementary English 51 (September 1974): 860.
51"Activity Cards in Reading," Instructor 84 (October 1974): 80.
52schoeller, "Setting Up Reading Stations," 58.
53Florence Shankman, "Games Reinforce Reading Skills,n The Reading
Teacher 22 (December 1968): 262.
54Linda Jones, "Games, Games, Games, and Reading Class," Journal
of Reading 15 (October 1971): ,41.
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The teacher has the responsib~lity to help the students realize the
games are purposeful and to invite them to discover how the game might teach
or reinforce some skill.55 If this is not carried out the game may quickly
lose its motivational appeal with students ending up in lethargy and restless-
ness.
56
Many writers believe games add a special kind of variety to the usual
methods of developing a meaningful vocabulary.
55June Slobodian and Herbert Haffner, "Using Games for Reading
Improvement," Reading Improvement 8 (Fall 1971): 53.
56Richard Bruland, "Learnin' Words: Evaluating Vocabulary
Development Efforts," Journal of Reading 18 (December 1974): 213.
18
Summary
In this chapter the writer has gathered information related to voc-
abulary developments. For the most part, this material was written during
the last ten years.
The authors writing on this subject agreed on the impor~nce of a
meaningful vocabulary. While authors noted the importance of the student,
materials and techniques, they stated that the teacher must assume the
leading role.
The needs of society today call for flexible teachers equipped with
the knowledge and training necessary to reach the potential of all children.
One of the areas teachers must be informed of is that of approaches to
teaching. Most writers were in accord with the fact that a variety of
approaches is necessary. Since the needs of the students are to be met
today to prepare them for the future this area of their education is defin-
itely essential. As the writers. mentioned, vocabulary development is im-
portant - - it's a need today and there are people, materials and techniques
that can answer the need.
19
CHAPrER III
The purpose of this chapter was to assemble activities for developing
the vocabulary of the nine stories in The Sun That W~rms that present from
fifteen to twenty-eight words in the "For Attention Before Reading" section
of the manual. Two activities were developed for each story ---one a group
activity and the other an independent activity.
The writer of the paper has devised or adapted all the activities
presented, some of which have been tried by children using The Sun That Warms.
"The Milestone Group"
Independent Activity
This activity includes a worksheet for each student as illustrated
below.
Root Suffix
1. haunting
2. soberness
3. ignored
4. considered
5. astonished
6. confidently
7. guardedly
"The Milestone Group"
A. Write the root word, the suffix, and the definition on each word below.
Definition
20
8. purposefully
9. stoutly
10. descended
11. emerged
12. seized
B. Write a short story using all of the following _words.
1. milestone 60 concern
2. conspirators 7. good-natured
3. anxious 8. drama.
4. credit 9. importance
5. anxiety
Group Activity
This card game contains forty-two cards. Each card has a word or defi-
nition on it. The cards are divided among the players. The beginning player
draws a card from the person on his left. Each player continues to do ~ike­
wise. When a player has a matching word and definition he places the two cards
down.' The player ending with the most cards is the winner.
The words and definitions for the cards are below.
1. milestone - an event that marks a certain time in a person's life
2. haunting - coming to mind often
3. soberness - seriousness
4. ignored - refrained from noticing
5. considered - thought over carefully
6. astonished - surprised
7. confidently - believing strongly
8. conspirators - people who plot together
21
9. guardedly - carefully
10. purposefully - intentionally
11. anxious - uneasy about something
12. credit - time given for payment of something bought
13. anxiety - uneasiness caused by fear of danger or misfortune
14. concern - care
15. stoutly - bravely
16. good-natured - cheerful
17~ drama - exciting real happeningsthat seem like events in a play
18. descended - came down from a higher to a lower place
19. emerged - appeared
20.-' seized - grasped
21. importance - necessity
"The New Spurs"
Independent Activity
In this activity the words are divided among the students o Each student
is to illustrate the words he has. These pictures are then made into a book-
let of illustrations for study and individual reinforcement.
The list of words for this activity can be found in the Group Activity
section.
Group Activity
The materials needed for this game are a list of the words with defini-
tions and a circular piece of board or cardboard divided into sixteen pie-shaped
sections with a spinner in the middle. Each word for this story is written in
a separate section.
In the game each student spins the spinner and attempts to define the
word on which the arrow stops. If he does so correctly, he scores a point for
22
himself. The first one to obtain t8n points is the winner. This game may also
be used with a game board -- moving a given number of spaces for each correct
answer.
If the students are playing this game without the assistance of a
teacher or an aid, one child should direct the game and have a list of the words
and definitions. This list of words and definitions is below.
1. corrals - fenced-in areas
2. barometer - instrument for measuring atmospheric pressure, thus determin-
ing weather changes
3. blizzard - violent wind storm with driving snow and intense cold
4. hackamore - a rope; a strap for leading
5., rawhide - untanned skin of cattle or other anima.ls
6. shanks - anything like a l~g or stem that connects one part with another
7. rowels - small pointed wheels on the end of spurs to prod horses
8. shelter - something which affords protection from rain or attack
9. range - open space of land where horses or cattle graze
10. floundering - moving in a confused or clumsy way
11. eddied - moved in a twisting or whirling motion
12. gully - ditch made by rain
13. occasionally - at times
14. proceeded - moved forward
15. catalogue - book containing list of names or articles
16~ predicted - knew or told beforehand
Below is a diagram of the circular board for this game.
23
"Pitcher"
Independent Activity
Each student is given a copy of the following crossword puzzle to
complete.
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17. in a school, the most important Learn in a sport (varsity)
Group Activit~
This game is played similar to Bingo. Each student receives a card
containing the same eighteen words which are arranged in different patterns.
One person reads the definitions. If the student can match it with a word on
his card he covers the word. The first to cover a row horizontally, verti-
cally, or all four corners is the winner. A sample of" twelve cards follows this
paragraph.
bureau imagination interference
convert dormitory athlete
devilishness league unpopularity
initiate winced scrimmage
reverse experience scornfully
bewildered criticizing varsity
reverse varsity scornfully
league criticizing bureau
interference dormitory winced
unpopularity athlete initiate
experience convert bewildered
scril11ll1Ctge devilishness imagination
dormitory winced bewildered
il11Clgination scornfully varsity
criticizing athlete convert
devilishness bureau interference
uppopularity scrimmage league
initiate experience reverse
winced league initiate
scrimmage bureau convert
dormitory imagination athlete
criticizing scornfully devilishness
bewildered experience interference
varsity reverse unpopularity
scornfully initiate devilishness
interference bewildered reverse
imagination convert bureau
varsity criticizing experience
winced scrimma.ge athlete
league unpopularity dormitory
irragination interference unpopularity
dormitory initiate experience
league reverse scrimmage
convert devilishness winced
criticizing varsity athlete
bureau bewildered scornfully
I
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convert dormitory winced
scornfully imagination unpopularity
experience athlete initiate
reverse devilishness league
bewildered interference criticizing
varsity scrimmage bureau
winced bewildered convert
interference criticizing scrimmage
unpopularity athlete reverse
bureau experience scornfully
devilishness varsity initiate
imagination dormitory league
criticizing convert reverse
league bureau bewildered
scrimnagE: dormitory imagination
varsity unpopularity experience
winced athlete initiate
devilishness scornfully !interference
athlete bureau scri~.ge
inagination criticizing unpopularity
interference bewildered dormitory
devilishness experience varsity
reverse scornfully convert
league initiate winced
reverse scrimmage interference
scornfully experience criticizing
dormitory initiate bewildered
unpopularity winced devilishness
bureau athlete ima.gination
league convert varsity
bewildered athlete bureau
varsity winced imagination
initiate interference devilishness
scornfully league dormitory
convert experience unpopularity
criticizing reverse scrimmage
"The Ugly Duckling"
Independent Activity
1In this activity, Word Searches, each student is given a sheet of paper
I containing many letters among which are the words from this story. The sheet
1Larry Chance, "Use a Learning Stations Approach to Vocabulary Practice,"
Journal of Reading 18 (December 1974): 245.
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also lists the definitions of the words. The eighteen words are to be circled
as they are located. The words are placed vertically, horizontally, and
diagonally, forwards and backwards.
Below is a copy of the activity sheet and the definitions. The words
in parentheses are to be omitted on the student's copy.
Word Searches
In the set of letters at the top of the page find a word to match each
definition at the bottom of the page. The words are placed vertically,
horizontally, and diagonally, forwards and backwards. As you find the words
write them on the blanks following the definition.
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1. admirable; delightful - _
2. minister - _ _ _ _ _ _ (parson)
3. strange - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (peculiar)
(glorious)
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4. natural way of acting toward other persons -
likeness of a person or thing as seen in a mirror or clear water -
(reeds)
(disposition)
(drake)
(fowls)birds -
male duck -
partly ruined - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (dilapidated)
partic.ular beliefs of a person - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (opinions)
showing good judgment - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (sensible)
having too much pride in oneself - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (conceited)
to join as a friend - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (associate)
put up with - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (endured)
tall grass with hollow, jointed stems -
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
(irrage)
tall weeds with broad leaves and prickly flower heads -
(burdocks)
15.
16.
17.
harmed -
deepness -
(persecuted)
(deptps)
18. very poor; wretched - (miserable)
Group Activity
This game is played like the game of Concentration. The materials
needed are two cards for each word. One contains the word and the other the
definition. The backs of the cards are numbered -- one to eighteen for the
words and nineteen to thirty-six for the definitions. Taking'turns, each
child calls a number from each section, trying to match a word with its defi-
nition. If the cards are matched he keeps the pair and takes another turn.
If he fails to match the cards he returns them to their original positions.
The one with the most cards is the winner.
The words and definitions for this game can be taken from the activity
above.
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"The Battle That Tilted the Sea"
Independent Activity
In this activity each student receives a worksheet with the fifteen
vocabulary words. The letters of the words are scrambled. Using the given
definitions as clues the student is to unscramble the letters so as to match
the words with the definitions.
A sample of the worksheet can be found below. -The words in paren-
theses are for the teacher's use.
Unscramble the letters on the left to form a word that will match the
definition on the right. Write on the line.
3. glanoo-
clever; tricky (cunning)
narrow ridges of rocks or sand, at or near the
------
surface of the water (reefs)
area of shallow water separated from the sea by low
------
banks (lagoon)
a means of passing; channel (passage)
-----
on the back (dorsal)
hard pink or white substance made from the skele~
tons of very small sea animals (coral)
to acquire by force (conquer)
invites one to take part in a contest (challenges)
one who feels very important (upstart)
-----
boiling with anger (seething)
a firm belief in one's own ability (self-confidence)
a great disturbance (turmoil)
-----
in a formal manner (solemnly)
1. nnnucig-
2. sefer-
4. egassap-
5. srdola-
6. lcaro-
7. cqnoreu -
8. hlalcgeens -
9. psurtta -
10. gsetehni -
11. lesf-fidnocceen -
12. Imtruoi -
13. yllemnos -
14. rsetlny-
15. hsngdea-
Group Activity
strictly (sternly)
struck or ground together (gnashed)
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2For this activity, Word Guess, one needs to prepare a set of fifteen
cards each containing one vocabulary word. The class is divided into two
teams. The first player on Team 1 is "It" first. He shuts his eyes and puts
his head on his desk. One word card is held up for all the rest to see and
then placed down. "It" then calls on four people on his team, each g~ving
one descriptive sentence about the word. Then "It" gets one guess at the
word. If he's correct he wins a point for his team.
The words and definitions for this activity can be taken from the
list on the preceding activity.
"Jason ~nd the Argonauts"
Independent ActiVity
This is a puzzle called cryptowords. 3 Ea-ch student receives the
activity sheet below. The words in parentheses are for the teacher's use.
Cryptowords
This is a code puzzle. A different letter has been substituted for
each letter of the alphabet. For example, "X" may stand for "A". The code
is consistent throughout the puzzle, so once you-'discover this, you will know
that every "XU in all sixteen words is an "AU. The definitions will also
2Mary Eo Platts, Anchor (~tichigan: Educational Service, Inc., 1970)
85-86.
3Ibid., 202.
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help you.
1. z h j f m - carried (borne)
2. e v j x k v - body of water connecting two larger bodies of water (strait)
3. 0 n xk b - demand for something as due (claim)
4. e x 0 j m a - regard with reverence (sacred)
5. c m k j - one to whom something is due (heir)
6•. e c j g f 1 m f - reduced in size~(shrunken)
7. q x n v m j k f r - hesitating (faltering)
8. n g j m - attract (lure)
9. 5 j h 6 C mop - something told about the future (prophecy)
10. h x v c - promise (oath)
11. 0 g j j m f v - a portion of a large body of water moving in a certain
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ direction (current)
12. c m n b e b x f - man who steers a ship (helmsman)
13. v k n n m j - handle used to turn the rudder in steering a boat (tiller)
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14. v m f e m n p - with nervous strain (tensely)
15. e h h vee x p m j - a predictor (soothsayer)
16. x n v x j - raised place for offerings or sacrifices (altar)
Group Activity
The materials needed for this activity are a spinner card (small
circle) divided into four equal sections -- each a different color, and then
each of those sections subdivided into four more sections; a larger circle,
as shown; and a game board.
The student spins, if the spinner stops in the blue-four section he
locates the word in the blue-four section of the larger circle. If he can
define that word he moves ahead on the game board. The number of spaces
moved is determined by the number located in the same section as the word he
defined.
If this activity is not assisted by a teacher or an aid a child should
have a list of the words and definitions and act as a guide. This list can
be found in the preceding activity ..
This is the game board for th·~ preceding activitYo
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"Introducing Dinosaurs"
Independent Activity
. 4
Each student receives the following worksheet of the Camouflage
activity. The words in parentheses are for the use of the teacher.
Camouflage
In each group of letters is a well-camouflaged word. Each group
contains four extra letters. The definition on the right will help you.
Write the word on the line provided after the letters.
1. DINTOSQAUFRVS
2. ERXISJYTSED
3. OREPHTFI LERS
4. BWLIALTLO\t1
5. WJCFHERBS
6. TVRlXANGDULIAR
7. XFANWTKASRTIC
8. JXMASSNI
9. UNYBELHIETVAQBLE
10. OIMPLREZSBSION
11. PRPESCERAVXED
4Ibid., 184.
any member of extinct groups of Mesozoic
reptiles (dinosaurs)
lived (existed)
any of various creeping or crawling
animals (reptiles)
to roll about as in mud (wallow)
plants whose leaves are used for flavor-
ing or medicine (herbs)
made up of three parts (triangular)
fanciful; imaginary (fantastic)
a considerable number (mass)
difficult to accept as true
(unbelievable)
mark or imprint made by pressing an
object onto a surface (impression)
to protect; to keep from change
(preserved)
12. BBEXTDINQCT
13. RCLCIEMAHTE
14. TDROPSIFCAZL
15. DEOUGBTJLEYSS
16. FOSRSFILKIZHED
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no longer living (extinct)
weather conditions of a region (climate)
pertaining to the area just north and
south of the equator (tropical)
certain (doubtless)
changed into lifeless remains of the
past (fossilized)
Group Activity
This game is played similar to Bingo. Each student receives a card
containing the same sixteen words which are arranged in different patterns.
One person reads the definitions, if the student can match it with a word on
his card he coverdthe word. The first to cover a row horizontally, diagon-
ally, vertically, or all four corners is the winner.
Twelve card samples are given here. The words and definitions for
this game can be found in the preceding activity.
impression fantastic dinosaurs unbelievable
herbs preserved fossilized reptiles
tropical existed mass climate
wallow extinct triangular doubtless
fossilized dinosaurs tropical impression
triangular doubtless fantastic reptiles
existed herbs climate mass
unbel,ievable preserved wallow extinct
wallow extinct existed climate
doubtless fantastic tropical herbs
mass reptiles unbelievable fossilized
impression triangular preserved dinosaurs
-
extinct wallow mass doubtless
triangular fossilized unbelievable existed
climate dinosaurs herbs preserved
reptiles tropical impression fantastic
dinosaurs tropical reptiles doubtless
existed herbs impression fantastic
preserved wallow clima.te extinct
mass unbelievable fossilized triangular
-
triangular fantastic wallow climate
fossilized dinosaurs tropical existed
impression rrass herbs unbelievable
extinct reptiles preserved doubtless
existed climate impression fantastic
doubtless triangular dinosaurs tropical
herbs reptiles preserved fossilized
ma.ss unbelievable wallow extinct
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climate existed doubtless wallow
fantastic fossilized dinosaurs preserved
reptiles triangular tropical impression
unbelievable mass extinct herbs
existed dinosaurs unbelievable climate
reptiles triangular impression tropical
wallow fantastic preserved doubtless
herbs rrass extinct fossilized
rrass herbs reptiles existed
unbelievable triangular wallow dinosaurs
extinct tropical fossilized fantastic
clinate doubtless· impression preserved
mass unbelievable doubtless extinct
impression tropical clim3.te reptiles
preserved existed triangular fossilized
dinosaurs fantastic herbs wallow
"The Great Hunt"
Independent Activitl
In this activity there is a worksheet for each student as illustrated
below. The words in parentheses are for the teacher's use.
Ma.tch the words at the top with the definitions below. Write the
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words on the blanks on the right.
aware ceremony clamber conscious evidently fury
gaping aanage musky natural overcast provides
ravine responsibility rugged shaman
1. dark; gloomy - (overcast)
supply
2. narrow valley, usually with steep sides - (ravine)
3. having an odor~~ like that of a musk - {musky)
4. having a real existence - (natural)
5- aware of what one is doing -
6. a particular duty that one has -
(responsibility)
7. - rocky, hilly - (rugged)
(conscious)
quantity of something - (supply)
furnishes - (provides)
a priest of an ancient religion -
splitting or becoming open wide -
formal act or observance -
(gaping)
(ceremony)
(shama.n)
(clamber)
(evidently)
(aware)
(manage)
(fury)
to handle -
vio.lence -
clearly seen -
conscious of
scramble; climbing -
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
Group Activity
The materials needed for this activity are a gameboard, a spin card,
and a list of words and definitions. This list can be found above.
The students take turns spinning and moving on the game board. If a
student stops on a block with a vocabulary word in it he must define the
word. If he can do so he may move ahead three spaces.
If this activity is not assisted by a teacher or an aid, a student
should be placed in charge with a list of the definitions.
o-o'g
~(\ "
~
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"The Bullock"
Independent Activitl
Each student is provided with the following crossword puzzle to complete.
The words in parentheses on the definition list will be needed for the
Dominoes game.
Across
1. OX; steer (bullock)
4. that which is brought into existence (produce)
7. wild dogs about the size of a fox (jackals)
8. kind of dried pea often used for soup in India (dahl)
11. composition for two (duet)
13. tool for cutting grass with a curved hook-like blade (sickle)
16. engaging in a contest (competing)
20. forcing something in or upon (intruding)
21. chewing gum (pan)
23. in India, a spicy sauce (masala)
24.- use of energy to do something (exertion)
26. without movement (motionless)
27. half under water (half-submerged)
28. parts of a body of water that are not deep (shallows)
Down
2. plant of the pea family with small seeds in pods (lentils)
3. in India, coarse, off-white woven cloth (khadi)
5. in India, round thin bread, li~e a pancake (chapati)
6. causing death (fatal)
9. shining with a sparkling light (glistening)
10. withdrawing into safety or privacy (retreating)
12. body of an animal (carcass)
14. formal disapproval (protest)
15. in India, a name for a kind of cigarette (bidi)
17. seasonal winds in Southern Asia causing heavy rain (monsoons)
18. tired out (exhausted)
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19. from where (whence)
22. the kidneys (reins)
25. carefully considered; intentional (deliberate)
Group Activity
This game is played with the rules of Dominoes. The cards are placed
face down. Each player draws five cards and places them in a position so
that the other players cannot see them. The cards remaining in the center
are for the players to draw from if they cannot play from their own cards.
The object is to match the words with the definitions.
An unmatched list of words and definitions prepared for the g.ame can
be found below. For the correct rr~tching of the words and definitions of
this' game, refer to the Independent Activity preceding this one.
1. motionless
2. shallows
3. half-submerged
4. carcass
5. deliberate
6. retreating
7. whence
8. reins
9. exertion
10. exhausted
1. OX; steer
2. that which is brought into
existence
3. plant of the pea family with small
seeds in pods
4. tool for cutting grass with a
curved hook-like blade
5. causing death
6. shining with a sparkling light
7. in India, coarse, off-white woven
cloth
8. in India, round thin bread, like a
pancake
9. kind of dried pea often used for
soup in India
10. engaging in a contest
11. intruding
12. protest
13. masala
14. bidi
15. pan
16. jackals
17. monsoons
18. duet
19. competing
20. dahl
21. chapati
22. khadi
23. glistening
24. fa tal
25. sickle
26. lentils
27. produce
28. bullock
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11. composition for two
12. seasonal winds in Southern Asia
causing heavy rain
13. wild dogs about the size of a fox
14. chewing gum
15. in India, a name for a kind of
cigarette
16. in India, a spicy sauce
17. formal disapproval
18. forcing something in or upon
19. tired out
20. use of energy to do something
21. the kidneys;,
22. from where
23. withdrawing into safety or privacy
24. carefully considered; intentional
25. without movement
26. parts of a body of water that are
not deep
27. half under water
28. body of an anima.l
This diagram illustrates how the Dominae cards can be constructed.,
and how in a game they would be matched.
I I bod~I I
motionless:
ox · I of Qrt~. bulloc.ksteer II 1 an~malI I
1
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S111nma.ry
This study was undertaken to provide additional vocabulary develop-
ment activities for vocabulary words presented in a specific basal reading
program. It was found that many students using Level 11 of the Ginn 360
Reading Program were in need of reinforcement activities for the develop-
ment of a meaningful vocabulary.
In reviewing literature related to vocabulary, the importance of
meaningful vocabulary was emphasized. A variety of approaches and the
necessity for a variety was also presented in the literature. Games as a
reinforcement activity was discussed and found valuable.
A selection of activities was then chosen for aid in developing a
mea~ingful vocabulary. Two activities were devised for each of the stories
that present fifteen to twenty-eight words in the "For Attention Before
Reading" section of the manual for The Sun That ltlarms. In developing the
activities it was arranged so th~t one for each story may be used independ-
ently and the other in a group. These activities are intended for supple-
menting those offered in the basal reader.
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